The Life Awareness Program
The Life Awareness Program is
designed for use in men and women
prison facilities. Each session is
scheduled for a total of 90 minutes of
teaching, discussion, and prayer.

The School of Christ

The School of Christ is designed to
open participant’s minds and hearts to
the frustrations and pains that have
been controlling their lives. Participants
The format is for small groups, 12 will see that God has revealed in his
maximum, to form a share and prayer word, the Bible, how to start living a joy
circle. The material is written in a filled life.
dialogue form and during each session
participants are selected to read the The Channel TV Program
part of a spiritually awakened Friend In
Deed (FID) or a spiritual slumbering The Channel TV Program presents the
Friend In Need (FIN). The remainder of master plan for successful living in joy
the small group listens to the discussion with Christ. The course explores six
as it unfolds. The dynamics of the steps to the throne of God. It discusses
session begin when the individuals in the barriers we face then the means to
the group begin to react to the dialogue. conquer.
The role of the facilitator is to observe
individual reactions occurring and to – Channels 1-3 (Sin, Self, Satan)
stop the dialogue and encourage
Learning how to let the Holy Spirit
discussion at the appropriate times.
teach us how to Judge our own life
according to His Word (both
Scripture is introduced at appropriate
spoken-dialogue & written-Bible).
times to empower the points made in
–
Channels
4-6 Allowing the Word of
the text. The scriptures should be read
God teach us how to be an OVER
in at least two translations to help
COMER. Letting the power of His
understanding
and
encourage
Spirit in The Word coming alive in
independent Bible study. Often the
us and we OBEY.
scriptures will open group hearts to
what the text is discussing and
The Jesus Team
generate further discussion.
The Jesus Team presents the
Christian mission, as written in Acts 1:8,
“But you will receive power when the
Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all
Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of
the earth.". It reveals the calling of
every Christian believer to seek the
truth and shine the light of truth on
others.
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